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Abstract
A gloss can be defined as the meaning of a word. In simple terms,  
Glosses are the notes made while reading the text. These notes 
explain the meaning of a word or a passage. The collection of 
glosses is called a glossary. This thesis is about Advanced Glossing 
Tables. If the youth is up brought with this type of glossing text 
techniques. They can compete anywhere at any level with less 
efforts. The collection of all these markers is called Gloss.
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I. Introduction
Linguistics is the study of human languages. One important field 
of the linguistics is the grammar or the various rules that are 
governed by the users for the various compositions. 
 In recent years, the documentation of languages, especially of 
endangered languages, has received a growing interest within the 
linguistic community. Most researchers agree that the core of a 
language documentation should consist primarily of recorded 
and transcribed texts which should not only be translated but also 
annotated or glossed to be of use for a wide range of purposes 
[1].
AG (Advanced Glossing) is a general format that does not stipulate 
details of a possible technical implementation. However, it is 
obvious that in the digital age any such format should be applicable 
by means of appropriate computer software [2].

A. Features of Advanced Glossing
Advanced Glossing provides the format or the layout of the 
linguistic annotation on all the levels of the linguistics. Some 
important features of Advanced Glossing are as follows:

Advanced Glossing separates the syntactic information from 1. 
the morphological information.
For each word of the text, there is a glossing table.2. 
Each line represents a meaning.3. 
Syntactic and morphological glossing tables are in many 4. 
aspects analogous, but phonetic information (segmental, 
structural and intonational) is given only in syntactic glossing 
tables.
There is a provision for making special notes at the end if 5. 
it is necessary.
Each line has the columns , where the gloss can be entered 6. 
separately for the text for which the glossing is necessary.

B. Applications of Advanced Glossing
To provide transparent structure to any documentation 1. 
regargless of languages.
Multilingual Environment.2. 
Feature Extraction3. 
Interactive teaching and E-Learning4. 
Application in computer aided machine translation system5. 

 

II. Work Flow
The Workflow or the process is described below:

The Advanced Glossing Tables are created using SIL Toolbox 1. 
provides the various features of adding the gloss items, there 
are various markers available. New markers can be added 
also. 
In Toolbox, the syntactical information is entered. Various 2. 
records can be created and added with the information. 
After the completion of the process of creating the tables, 3. 
the AGTs are imported.
Algorithm of feature extraction process parses the AGTs using 4. 
the AGT library.
The algorithm collects the AGT extracts from the SIL toolbox 5. 
projects. The path is to be specified for the extraction. Once 
the path is specified it will look for the project in the available 
directory. And will display the result containing the marker 
to the console.
The feature processor will ask for the feature extraction, 6. 
whichever feature asked for will be generated and there is 
also a provision for displaying the complete information of 
the glosses in the form of table.
The extracted features will be displayed depending upon the 7. 
various markers. Like,  Phonetics ,Free translation of the text , 
Synonyms, Part of speech, Gloss, Pronunciation, References, 
Antonyms, Morphemes, Special Notes ,if required

III. Feature Extraction Toolbox Project

A. Algorithm of Feature Extraction Process
Algorithm: Extract_Feature 
Input:=   SIL Toolbox Project
Query:= Input Query about a Gloss

var
List<AGT>  agt := initiate_List( );
Begin
Proj:= Import_SIL Project( );
MDFs :=  Import_MDF_Entries( )
For each mdf in MDFs do
Begin
 if  agt != NULL do
        features :=  parse_AGT(mdf); 
agt :=     Collect_AGT_Features(features);
Add agt to List Template AGT 
else
Create a new AGT into List  Template AGT and Collect AGT 
Features
agt :=  Collect_AGT_Features( );
Add agt to List Template AGT
End;
End;

 Class: AGT(Advance Glossing Table)
 Description: An AGT Abstraction Layer 
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Public Template class <AGT> 
Begin
Constructor AGT( )
Begin
 InitiateAGT( );
End;
Private Gloss <Name> gloss;
Public Gloss getGloss( )
Begin
return Gloss;
End;
Public bool setGloss(Gloss gloss)
Begin
if  gloss is Valid then
 return true;
else
 return false;
End;
End;

B. Working of Algorithm
The Feature Extraction Algorithm uses the SIL Toolbox Project 
as its input. And the output is given depending upon the request. 
The Working of the Feature Extraction Algorithm is described 
below:

The Feature Extraction Algorithm depends upon the Template 1. 
class AGT, The AGT is an acronym for Advanced glossing 
Tables. This Class Abstracts the behavior of AGTs used in 
the form of MDFs in SIL tool box. 
When the Feature Extraction algorithm runs the algorithm 2. 
uses this template class to store glossing entries from the 
toolbox project.
The Feature Extraction Algorithm takes the Toolbox project 3. 
and tries to import all the MDFs used by the project. 
If algorithm finds no such MDF the Algorithm throws a 4. 
runtime Exception.
If the project contains a MDF file the algorithm finds the 5. 
location of file and loads it. The Loaded file is then parsed 
for Glossed information. 
The parsing part of algorithm checks all the markers supported 6. 
by AGT class in MDF file. 
If Marker is found to be well formed the algorithm creates a 7. 
temporary AGT object.

IV. Results
For checking the accuracy of my algorithm, I looked for various 
markers in the different SIL Projects. I worked on three SIL 
Projects, to show the differences on their working. The table shows 
the result that with lesser number of gloss items, a large number 
of features can be extracted with the use of the “Lexical Feature 
Extraction” algorithm. Thus provides the mechanism of feature 
extraction. In this dissertation, the algorithm shows the result of 
each marker specified in the Toolbox.

Table 1: Results

SIL Project Max Glossed 
Items

Total Features 
Extracted

Bible 13 140
Gita Translation 8 21
Gita Features 19 200

Previously the work carried out by Sebastian Drude was using the 
Shoebox as the utility tool only[1]; the shoebox has no support 
for Unicode and hence languages diverse as Hindi have no scope 
in Shoebox. 
To work in feature Extraction process we first worked on SIL 
Toolbox[3] instead on Shoebox. We were able to import large 
data set of Gita into Toolbox for feature Extraction. We also had 
to work on Bible as we needed a comparative basis for feature 
extraction. 
The results show that the algorithm produces the correct result for 
each marker from imported Toolbox project.  The SIL community 
adopted Bible has Maximum of 13 glossed items per project and 
when the Extraction algorithm is run over the same, it process 
140 features.
The Gita project on which we have worked on can easily have 
more than 19 glossed items in the projects glossing tables. The 
Gita project produces more than 200 features for each glossed 
table in the project.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, I have laid out the problems of the simple glossing 
tables, and how they cannot meet the requirements for the language 
documentation process. There is a need of Advanced Glossing 
Tables.
If this language documentation process reaches world wide, the 
reader will get the correct information what is being written there. 
I needed this functionality especially because in multilingual 
Advanced Glossing Tables at many times it is required to be able to 
extract glossing information. This led me to create an independent 
feature extraction algorithm.

VI. Future Scope
At this moment I would like to point out where my research is a 
headed. Following can be my future directions. 
The interconnection of the different languages using advanced 
glossing tables.
More detailing work can be done on the ancient Indian 
languages.
Advanced Glossing Tables provides the feature of adding the 
multimedia information to the tables.
Creation of multilingual dictionaries can be very useful.
The features extraction programme can be used in the generation 
of the grammatical structures and translations for endangered 
languages.
There is the concept with the help of which complete implementation 
of multilingual documentation can be done regardless of linguistic 
boundaries.
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APPENDIX 1: Fig. 1: Flowchart of Feature Extraction Algorithm

APPENDIX 2: Table 1. Complete glossing information of Gita Saar
ID Text Free Translation  Phonetic  Pronunciation POS  Morphemes
H101 Change Parivartana /tÊƒeÉªndÊ’/ [cheynj] Noun Free
H102 Happiness Prasannata /ËˆhÃ¦pinÉªs/ [hap-ee-nis] Noun Bound
H103 Soul Atma /soÊŠl/ [sohl] Noun Free
H104 Regret Pascatapa /rÉªËˆgrÉ›t/ [ri-gret] Noun Free
H105 Future Bhavisya /ËˆfyutÊƒÉ™r/ [fyoo-cher] Adjective Free
H106 Present Vartamana /ËˆprÉ›zÉ™nt/ [prez-uhnt] Adjective Free
H107 Universe Sansara /ËˆyunÉ™ËŒvÉœrs/ [yoo-nuh-vurs] Noun Bound
H108 Death Mrityu /dÉ›Î¸/ [deth] Noun Free
H109 Poverty Daridra /ËˆpÉ’vÉ™rti/ [pov-er-tee] Noun Free
H110 God Bhagvana /gÉ’d/ [god] Noun Free
H111 Fire Agni /faÉªÉ™r/ [fahyuhr] Noun Free
H112 Water Jala /ËˆwÉ’tÉ™r/ [wot-er] Noun Free
H113 Air Vayu /É›É™r/ [air] Noun Free
H114 Earth Prithvi /ÉœrÎ¸/ [urth] Noun Free
H115 Ether Akash /ËˆiÎ¸É™r/ [ee-ther] Adjective Free
H116 Body Sharir /ËˆbÉ’di/ [bod-ee] Noun Free
H117 Experience Anbhava /ÉªkËˆspÉªÉ™riÉ™ns/ [ik-speer-ee-uhns] Noun Free
H118 Dedication Arpana /ËŒdÉ›dÉªËˆkeÉªÊƒÉ™n/ [ded-i-key-shuhn] Noun Bound
H119 Fear Bhaya /fÉªÉ™r/ [feer] Noun Free
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